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Authority fles

● SQL queries on MS SQL Server
– People  VIAF→
– Places  Geonames→
– Materials  Getty AAT→
– Object Types  Getty AAT→
– Dimensions  Getty AAT→
– Units  Getty AAT→



OXLOD @ MHS: First Steps

Stephen Johnston
Head of Research, Teaching and Collectons
Museum of the History of Science

OXLOD workshop
13 March 2018



Outline

• MHS collectons database – history and background

• OXLOD trial export – object selecton and feld choice

• Issues in OXLOD mapping process and lessons learnt – 
the long shadow of legacy data 

• Opportunites for controlled vocabularies

• Refectons beyond MHS – the signifcance of a GLAM 
initatve and the need for investment



MHS EMu catalogue module, Summary view, 2007-2018



Rete from astrolabe for Shah Abbas II, by Muhammad Muqim al-Yazdi, 
Persian, 1647/8 (inv. 45747)



MHS EMu catalogue module, Summary view, 2007-2018



Fields exported



MHS EMu catalogue module, Summary view, 2007-2018



MHS “New Inventory” c. 1997: Visual Basic interface to Access database



MHS EMu catalogue module, Summary view, 2007-2018



Who is the maker? BMW, its 3rd-party component suppliers, the 
workers in the Cowley plant or the robots there? 



More than just makers ….



Related Partes as a ready-made way to accommodate 
portrait subjects, owners, etc etc



Current implementaton of object type – internal drop down list



Opportunites: Thesaurus module ready to integrate with Gety AAT etc





CRM XX.1 properties

● .1 property is property of a property









CRM XX.1 properties

● .1 property is property of a property
● works conceptually
● does not work in RDF

production of object  carried out by  person→ →

person  has role of  a role→ →

domain  property  range→ →





MHS reconciliation

● VIAF
– 1 match

● Geonames
– 48 matches

● BM thesaurus
– 4 matches

● Getty AAT
– 3 matches



Transforming Manuscript Metadata 
into Linked Data for OXLOD

Andrew Morrison
Software Engineer

Bodleian Digital Library Systems and Services

March 2018



The Fihrist Collection

● “Fihrist” means index or directory
● Union catalogue of manuscripts from the Islamicate world
● Collaboration by UK and Ireland universities
● 12,000 manuscripts in total, containing 11,000 items identifed as “works” 

but could be anything, from copies or fragments of the Qurʼān to lists of 
trees in the garden of an agent of the East India Company

● 4,000 Islamicate manuscripts in the Bodleian (plus another 100 in colleges)
● We have been maintaining a legacy system that runs the Fihrist web site 

for years, but it is a bit of a black box. We’re replacing it with replaceable 
tiers of open source technologies (Solr, Blacklight, Ruby on Rails, XSL, 
XQuery)

● New Fihirst web site launching this month







Underlying Data

● TEI P5 XML
– Customized, as TEI is designed to be

● Stored on GitHub 
– Allows versioning
– Distributed contributors
– Open data (licence yet to be chosen)

● Variable quality
– Different cataloguing styles and standards
– Unknown number of previous conversions





TEI

● Text Encoding Initiative
● Predates XML
● Flexible structure
● Document format

– As opposed to metadata format exported from a 
relational database

– More like Word than Excel

● Elements not in fxed positions









XQuery

● Intermediate transformation step needed
● Transform document into list of metadata 

felds
● Utilize local authority fles
● Normalize some data (e.g. languages)
● Build URIs



Workfow



Workfow

TEI format

XQuery to
simple XML







3M Software

● 3M stands for Mapping Memory Manager
● Web-based
● Painfully slow
● Irritating user interface
● But it simplifes the process by only allowing 

selection of the targets and relations that 
make theoretical sense





Workfow
using FRBRoo



Mapping Preliminaries

● Pick target ontologies
– CIDOC-CRM (facilities linking through defning events)
– FRBRoo (bibliographic information in object-orientated form)
– CRMext4SKOSandLabel (linking to thesauri)

● Decide what to map as what kinds of entities
– “Manifestation Singleton” for manuscripts
– “Work” in Fihrist is not necessarily a work in FRBRoo
– Insufcient typing in TEI to map precisely
– Therefore use “Expression” for works





Mapping Fields in Manuscripts

● Date felds
– Already conform to xsd:DateTime

● Library of Congress Subject Headings
– Are instances of SKOS concept

● Places 
– Far less common that in other manuscript collections
– Very rarely tagged semantically
– Not mapped to GeoNames





Workfow

partly reconciled
with VIAF



Mapping Fields in Works

● Languages
– Mapped to Getty AAT (mostly)

● VIAF for people
– Under half of authors reconciled with VIAF
– But the Fihrist group now has a mechanism to 

improve that (local authority fle)





Next steps

● Complete transformation script with URI 
generators

● Attempt to reconcile non-VIAF authors
● Transform entire Bodleian subset of Fihrist
● See if any links are found with other datasets



Questions?



Integration

● Ashmolean Islamic
– VIAF, Geonames, BM thesaurus and Getty AAT

● MHS
– Geonames, BM thesaurus

● Fihrist archive
– VIAF (transformation yet to be completed)



Integration

● Ashmolean Islamic
– VIAF, Geonames, BM thesaurus and Getty AAT

● MHS
– Geonames, BM thesaurus

● Fihrist archive
– VIAF (transformation yet to be completed)



Europe
Egypt
Turkey
Asia
USA
Africa
Syria
Germany

France
India
Gujarat
Spain
Spain?
Lahore
Paris
Pakistan
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<http://www.mhs.ox.ac.uk/object/inv/37148> 37148 Astrolabe with Lunar Mansions, by Abd al-Karim, Jazira (Mesopotamia)?, 1227/8
<http://www.mhs.ox.ac.uk/object/inv/49861> 49861 Astrolabe, by Hasan `Ali, Egyptian, 1282/3
<http://www.mhs.ox.ac.uk/object/inv/54471> 54471 Celestial Globe, by 'Abd ar-Rahmân b. Burhân al-Mawsilî, Syro-Egyptian?, 1318/19
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/238500> textile
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/238501> textile
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/238502> textile
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/352047> calligraphy
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/352095> fgurine
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/352721> bowl
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/352722> dish
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/352823> bowl
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/352827> bowl
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/356371> religious/ritual equipment
...
...
...



Turkey

<http://www.mhs.ox.ac.uk/object/inv/35612> 35612 Horary and Sinecal Quadrant, Turkish, 1925/6
<http://www.mhs.ox.ac.uk/object/inv/43559> 43559 Astrolabe, Turkish, 1678
<http://www.mhs.ox.ac.uk/object/inv/53307> 53307 Astrolabe, Turkish, 17th Century?
<http://www.mhs.ox.ac.uk/object/inv/15598> 15598 Astrolabe-Quadrant, by Ahmad al-Ayyûbî', Turkish, 1682/3
<http://www.mhs.ox.ac.uk/object/inv/32534> 32534 Astrolabe-Quadrant, by Muhammad (Mehmet), ?Turkish, 1749-50
<http://www.mhs.ox.ac.uk/object/inv/39955> 39955 Astrolabe, by `Adbi, Turkish, 1713/14
<http://www.mhs.ox.ac.uk/object/inv/47792> 47792 Astrolabe, by Shaykh Sakkut, Turkish, c. 1800?
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/237674> textile
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/237675> textile
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/237676> textile
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/237677> textile
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/237678> textile
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/237679> textile
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/237710> curtain
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/237711> textile
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/237712> textile
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/237713> textile
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/237714> textile
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/237715> textile
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/237716> textile
...
...
...



<http://www.mhs.ox.ac.uk/object/inv/23600> 23600 Quadrant, by Sonîmorârjî, Surât, India, c. 1814
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/361890> painting
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/361891> painting
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/361892> painting
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/361894> painting
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/361902> hanging scroll
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/361949> gui
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/361982> mirror
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/361987> funerary equipment
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/362146> hu
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/362147> zhong
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/362171> belt-buckle
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/362172> belt-buckle
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/362173> belt-buckle
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/362223> funerary equipment
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/362237> ceremonial equipment
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/362239> funerary equipment
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/362351> brush-rest
<http://www.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/collections/362360> ink-stone
...
...
...

Gujarat



● Demonstrated for Ashmolean Indian
– works with Ashmolean Islamic
– BM currently revamping endpoint
– retry

Integration with BM



Reconciliation strategy



Reconciliation strategy

● Option 1: Reconcile with external authorities
– CMS need to store local and global IDs
– Reconciliation managed by collection managers
– GLAM not in control of authorities
– GLAM depends on wikidata or similar for authority 

reconciliation



Reconciliation strategy

● Option 2: Reconcile with an internal authority
– CMS use weak IDs (i.e. labels)
– Reconciliation from internal to external authorities 

required
– GLAM in control of authorities
– Requires resources to maintain and manage 

internal authority



Reconciliation strategy

● Option 1: Better solution
– slow (many years)
– less work
– difcult to show Oxford links now

● Option 2: Less good solution
– fast to showcase Oxford links
– more work
– long-term support by GLAM



Next steps

● Ashmolean Chinese
● Compton Verney



Next Open 
Workshop
8 May 2018 - OeRC
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